Families First Coronavirus Response Act; to take
effect April 2, 2020
FEDERAL LAW
President Trump signed legislation designed to provide American workers with relief as
Coronavirus continues to spread. Among other things, the Families First Coronavirus
Response Act (H.R. 6201) requires all employers with fewer than 500 employees to provide
paid sick leave related to Coronavirus. With the paid leave protections under this new law
set to go into effect April 2, 2020.

The Emergency Paid Sick Leave Act
Through December 31, 2020, the Emergency Paid Sick Leave Act requires employers with
fewer than 500 employees to provide their employees with two (2) weeks of paid sick leave
to employees who are unable to work in the workplace or remotely for the following
reasons:
1. The employee is subject to a quarantine or isolation order from a federal, state, or
local governmental authority related to Coronavirus;
2. The employee has been advised by a healthcare provider to self-quarantine as a
result of Coronavirus concerns;
3. The employee is experiencing symptoms of Coronavirus and is also seeking a
medical diagnosis/testing;
4. To care for an individual who is self-isolating due to any government authority’s
order or where the individual has been advised by a healthcare provider to do so;.
5. To care for the employee’s minor son or daughter in the event that the child’s school
or place of care has been closed, or if the child care provider of such child is
unavailable due to Coronavirus; or
6. The employee is experiencing any other substantially similar condition specified by
the Secretary of Health and Human Services in consultation with the Secretary of
the Treasury and the Secretary of Labor – likely to occur in regulations to be codified
as soon as possible.
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Importantly, the new law prohibits employers from requiring an employee to use other
paid leave before using the sick leave provided under this new law.
Notably, employers with fewer than 50 employees may seek a waiver from the Department
of Labor where these requirements would jeopardize the viability of their business.
However, the process for seeking a waiver have not been drafted and are not yet in effect
at the time of this advisory.
The required paid sick leave must be paid at the employee’s full regular rate of pay when it
is used by employees to quarantine or to seek a diagnosis or preventive care for COVID-19.
However, the paid sick leave is reduced to two-thirds the employee’s regular rate when it is
used to care for a family member, to take care of a child whose school has closed, or where
a child care provider is unavailable.
While full-time employees are entitled to the full two (2) weeks of leave (i.e., 80 hours),
part-time employees are entitled to the “typical number of hours that they work in a typical
two-week period.”
The paid sick leave is capped at different amounts based on the reason the leave is taken:
(a) $511 per day and $5,110 in the aggregate for any employee who takes leave for reasons
1 through 3 above; and (b) $200 per day and $2,000 in the aggregate for any employee who
takes leave for reasons 4 through 6 above.
Once this law goes into effect, employers will be required to make their employees aware
of the new legislation by posting a notice created by the Department of Labor in a
conspicuous location. Staff Leasing will provide the required notice once available.

The Emergency Family and Medical Leave Expansion Act
The law also amends the Family and Medical Leave Act (“FMLA”) to account for the ongoing
outbreak (up and until December 31, 2020). This amendment provides eligible employees
with up to 12 weeks of FMLA-protected leave (10 days unpaid and the remainder paid) for
certain reasons related to Coronavirus.
Notably, this portion of the Act drastically changes who is eligible to take FMLA leave and
what employers are covered. Any employee – both full and part-time – who has been
employed for at least 30 calendar days by the employer would be eligible for FMLA leave
due to Coronavirus. This expanded definition would replace the FMLA’s typical language,
which requires that an employee work for an employer for 12 months and have worked at
least 1,250 hours for the employer in the 12 months prior to taking leave. Further, this new
FMLA leave applies to employers with fewer than 500 employees – replacing the previous
cut off of 50 or more employees – but exempts employers with 500 or more employees.
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However, these amendments are limited. Eligible employees are only permitted to take
emergency FMLA leave to care for the minor son or daughter of the employee in the event
that the child’s school or place of care has been closed, or if the child care provider of the
son or daughter is unavailable due to Coronavirus.
Importantly, whether an employee’s covered leave is paid or not depends on the length of
their leave:
●

First 10 Days: An employee’s first 10 days of eligible Coronavirus-related FMLA leave
may be unpaid. However, an employee can choose to substitute accrued vacation
leave, personal leave, or other medical or sick leave for unpaid leave (including the
emergency sick leave described in reason 5 above). E
 mployers cannot force an
employee to use their accrued paid leave under existing vacation, sick, or PTO
policies.

●

After 10 Days: After the initial 10 days of unpaid leave have passed, employers must
then provide paid Coronavirus-related FMLA leave (for the few reasons provided
above) at no less than two-thirds the employee’s regular rate of pay for the number
of hours the employee would have been normally scheduled. Importantly, the
monetary amount of paid FMLA leave an employee can receive is capped at $200
per day and $10,000 in the aggregate.

As is the case under traditional FMLA leave, an employee’s Coronavirus-related leave is
job-protected. Specifically, employees taking Coronavirus-related FMLA leave must be
restored to their same or equivalent position when they return to work. However, there is
an exception for employers with fewer than 25 employees if the employee’s position does
not exist after taking Coronavirus-related FMLA leave due to either: (a) an economic
downturn; or (b) any other operating conditions that affect employment caused by a public
health emergency during the period of leave. This exception is subject to certain
conditions, however, including reasonable attempts by the employer to return the
employee to an equivalent position, and efforts to contact the displaced employee for up to
a year after they are displaced. Therefore, employers should use this exception very
cautiously as the risk of litigation when not returning an employee to work is high and
costly.
Importantly, the law exempts employers with fewer than 50 employees from civil FMLA
damages in an FMLA lawsuit brought by employees, but it is important to note the
Secretary of Labor retains the ability to bring an action to recover damages against
employers with fewer than 50 employees for violations of this law.
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Tax Implications
The new law does provide some financial relief to employers required to pay sick leave. For
example, it provides a refundable tax credit equal to 100 percent of the qualified paid sick
leave wages paid by an employer under the Emergency Paid Sick Leave Act for each
calendar quarter. Employers are also provided a similar refundable tax credit equal to 100
percent of qualified family leave wages under the Emergency Family and Medical Leave
Expansion Act. Both credits are allowed against the tax imposed by the employer portion of
Social Security taxes.
The benefits provided under the new law, however, are not permitted to exceed the tax
credit employers may receive under the law. For paid sick leave, this amount is limited to
$511 per day, or $5,110 in total. Payment under the amended FMLA, meanwhile, is capped
at $200 per day, or $10,000 in total.

NEW YORK STATE LAW
The New York State Paid Sick Leave Act creates two leave programs:
1. a new “paid sick leave” program for quarantined employees, and
2. an expansion of existing N.Y. Paid Family Leave (PFL) and Disability Benefit Leave
(DBL, or commonly called “short-term disability” leave) for quarantined employees.
The Act took effect upon Gov. Cuomo’s signing on March 18.

Act Applies Only to Employees Ordered to Quarantine
Critically, the Act only applies to employees who have been ordered to quarantine or
isolate by New York State, the Department of Health, a local health board, or another
government entity authorized to issue a quarantine or isolation order. This means that the
Act does not cover employees who have voluntarily chosen to quarantine or self-isolate.
Additionally, the Act will not apply to quarantined employees who are asymptomatic and
able to perform their job functions remotely.

New Paid Sick Leave
All employers are covered by the Act, but the amount of leave an employee is entitled to
depends on the employer’s size.
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Employer Size
Amount of Leave
10 or fewer employees:
Unpaid sick leave until quarantine period ends.
10 or fewer employees, but company’s net income is over $1 Million:
5 days of paid sick leave, followed by unpaid leave until quarantine period ends.
11 to 99 Employees:
5 days of paid sick leave, followed by unpaid leave until quarantine period ends.
100+ employees:
14 days of paid sick leave. Presumably, no unpaid leave will be necessary after the 14-day
period as most quarantine periods extend for 14 days.
The paid sick leave is to be paid by the company itself.
As stated, the sick leave is “job protected,” meaning that employees who take sick leave due
to a quarantine order will be entitled to the restoration of their job. Similarly, employees
may not be discriminated against or retaliated against for taking sick leave.
The sick leave provided by the Act must be provided “without loss” to employees who
already have employer-provided accrued “sick leave” time.

Expansion of New York PFL and Disability Leave
The Act also expands New York’s Paid Family Leave Law (PFL) and Disability Benefit Law
(disability) to cover employees subject to a quarantine order.
Employees will be able to take PFL if they are subject to a quarantine order, or, if their
minor child is subject to a quarantine order. This constitutes an expansion of PFL as
employees may now use PFL for their own “condition,” whereas previously, employees
could not use PFL for their own health conditions. Importantly however, the PFL expansion
is still limited to employees subject to an official quarantine.
Employees will also be able to utilize disability leave if quarantined. Disability leave will be
available where an employee cannot perform the regular duties of their employment as a
result of a quarantine order, and, they have exhausted their paid sick leave. The Act also
waives the traditional 7-day waiting period before an employee may apply for disability
benefits.
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Under usual circumstances, employees are required to submit proof of their need for
either PFL or disability leave. The Act relaxes this rule, stating that a quarantine order
issued by an appropriate governmental agency will constitute sufficient proof of the need
for disability or need for Paid Family Leave.

New York Executive Order 2026; Requiring Businesses to Drop to 25%
Workforce
Governor Cuomo Signs the 'New York State on PAUSE' Executive Order
Governor Andrew M. Cuomo announced on March 20th that he is signing the "New York
State on PAUSE" executive order, a 10-point policy to assure uniform safety for everyone. It
includes a new directive that all non-essential businesses statewide must close in-office
personnel functions effective at 8PM on Sunday, March 22, and temporarily bans all
non-essential gatherings of individuals of any size for any reason.

The Governor's 10-point NYS on PAUSE plan is as follows:
1. Effective at 8PM on Sunday, March 22, all non-essential businesses statewide will be
closed;
2. Non-essential gatherings of individuals of any size for any reason (e.g. parties,
celebrations or other social events) are canceled or postponed at this time;
3. Any concentration of individuals outside their home must be limited to workers
providing essential services and social distancing should be practiced;
4. When in public individuals must practice social distancing of at least six feet from
others;
5. Businesses and entities that provide other essential services must implement rules
that help facilitate social distancing of at least six feet;
6. Individuals should limit outdoor recreational activities to non-contact and avoid
activities where they come in close contact with other people;
7. Individuals should limit use of public transportation to when absolutely necessary
and should limit potential exposure by spacing out at least six feet from other
riders;
8. Sick individuals should not leave their home unless to receive medical care and only
after a telehealth visit to determine if leaving the home is in the best interest of their
health;
9. Young people should also practice social distancing and avoid contact with
vulnerable populations; and
10. Use precautionary sanitizer practices such as using isopropyl alcohol wipes.
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Certain businesses providing “essential” functions will be exempt from the Order.
Businesses may submit a request to the Empire State Development Corporation to
determine whether they are essential.

“Essential businesses,” broken down by industry, include:
Health care entities
● Hospitals and research labs
● Nursing homes and elder care
● Doctors' and dentists' offices
Essential infrastructure
● Telecommunications and data centers
● Airports/airlines
● Transportation infrastructure, including busses, trains, and "for-hire" vehicles.
Essential manufacturing
● Food processing
● Chemicals
● Pharmaceuticals
● Sanitary products
● Agriculture/farm
● Paper products
Essential retail
● Grocery stores, including all food and beverage stores
● Pharmacies
● Convenience stores
● Gas stations
● Restaurants and bars, for take-out and delivery only
● Hardware and building stores
Essential services
● Trash disposal
● Mail and shipping
● Laundromats/dry cleaning
● Building cleaning
● Child care
● Auto repair
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Financial institutions
● Banks
● Insurance
● Payroll
● Accounting
Entities providing basic necessities to the economically disadvantaged
● Homeless shelters
● Food banks
Construction
● Skilled trades such as electricians and plumbers
● Other construction firms necessary for essential infrastructure or emergency repair
Defense
● Companies providing national defense and security-related services
Essential services to maintain safety and sanitation of residences and businesses
● Law enforcement
● Fire prevention and response
● Security
● Cleaners or janitors
● Automotive repair
Essential logistics, technology support, and child care services
● Child care programs
● Essential government services
● Logistics and technology support
Should you have any further questions please contact customer service 315-641-3600
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